
EHP® is a highly effective 

medical technique in treatment 

of:

Contact us

Visit our website for more information and don’t 

hesitate to call us so we can help you with

further queries.

Innovative medical technique

With the innovation of this new medical 

technique, we have significantly 
succeeded in expanding the possibilities 

of treating many diseases.

EHP® is characterized by high efficacy 
and minimal side effects. It allows for short 

term treatment plans, previously lasting for 

up to months without EHP®.
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WHAT IS EHP® 

The „Extracorporeal Hemoperfusion“ 

- EHP® is a globally new and unique 

multimodal therapy procedure, which we 

present to the wider public for the first 
time after several years of research and 

development.

Hemoperfusion is an extracorporeal blood 

purification done through the passage of 
blood over sorbent agents for removal of 

harmful products considered to produce 

diseases. EHP® is designed for removal of 

inflammatory mediators and elimination of 
toxins such as chemical toxins (endogenous 

or exogenous), immune toxins, or other 

naturally occurring biochemical substances.

EHP® as a potential 

therapeutic option for 

patients with severe/Long 

COVID- Syndrome:

COVID-19 infection is accompanied by an 

aggressive inflammatory response with 
the release of a large amount of pro-

inflammatory cytokines in an event known 
as “cytokine storm.”  The host immune 
response to the SARS-CoV-2 virus is 

hyperactive resulting in an excessive 

inflammatory reaction. Several studies 
analyzing cytokine profiles from COVID-19 
patients suggested that the cytokine storm 
correlated directly with lung injury, multi-

organ failure, and unfavorable prognosis of 

severe COVID-19

EHP® therapy is a promising adjunctive 

treatment, designed for elimination of 

these toxins and removal of inflammatory 
mediators.

So EHP® is very well indicated to treat 

Long COVID-Syndrome.  

MECHANISM OVERVIEW

In EHP®, consists of the passage of 

anticoagulated whole blood through a device, 

usually a column, that contains adsorbent 

particles.

Harmful & inflammatory substances bind to 
the particles in the adsorber and are removed 

as blood exits the column. 

EHP® could be combined with :

• Hyperthermia: artificial healing fever 
The temperature will be elevated safely 

from 39.0°C up to 42.0°C.

and / or

• Oxygenation: increase blood oxygen level.

Hyperthermia
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